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Irreducibility of Certain Subquotients of
Spherical Principal Series Representations of
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Junbin Dong
Abstract
For infinite reductive groups with Frobenius maps, we consider the
abstract infinite dimensional representations, especially the represen-
tations of the groups induced from 1-dimensional representations of
Borel subgroups or general parabolic groups. We show that certain
subquotients of these induced modules are irreducible. This paper
also gives another description of the infinite dimensional Steinberg
module. Based on these results, we give a conjecture about the com-
position factors of the induced modules.
Keywords: algebraic groups, infinite dimensional representations,
induced modules, Steinberg module.
1 Introduction
N. Xi studied abstract representations of infinite reductive groups with Frobe-
nius maps in [X]. More precisely, he studied modules of group algebras of
these groups and constructed induced modules in the way for finite groups.
It turns out abstract representations of infinite reductive groups are interest-
ing and many of them are closely related the representations of finite reduc-
tive groups. In particular, he showed that the infinite dimensional Steinberg
module is irreducible if the ground field of the module is of characteristic 0
or of the characteristic of the defining field of the concerned reductive group,
by using the irreducibility of the corresponding Steinberg modules of finite
reductive groups. Later, R. Yang showed that the infinite dimensional Stein-
berg module is irreducible for other fields, so that the Steinberg module is
always irreducible (see [Y, Theorem 2.2]).
In this paper we are concerned with the composition factors of represen-
tations induced from trivial representation of a Borel subgroup. We show
that certain subquotients constructed in [X, 2.6] are irreducible when G is
1
of type A or of rank 2, see Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 3.1. We also give a
description of the induced modules of general parabolic groups, see Theorem
6.3. Analogous to the case of finite reductive group, the infinite dimensional
Steinberg module of KG can also be expressed as the alternating sum of
induced modules of parabolic subgroups in the Grothendieck group, see The-
orem 7.1. Based on this, we give a conjecture about the composition factors
of representations induced from trivial representation of a Borel subgroup,
see Conjecture 8.1.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains some preliminaries,
Section 3 deals with rank 2 cases, Section 4 and Section 5 deal with type
A, Section 6 and Section 7 give another description of induced modules and
Steinberg module. In section 8 we formulate a conjecture about the composi-
tion factors of representations induced from trivial representation of a Borel
subgroup.
2 Preliminaries
In this section we collect some known facts and also establish a few auxiliary
results.
2.1 First we recall some basic facts on reductive group defined over a
finite field, one is referred [C] for more details.
Let G be a connected reductive group over the algebraic closure F¯q of a
finite field Fq of q elements. We assume that G is defined over Fq. Then G
has a Borel subgroup B defined over Fq and B contains a maximal torus T
defined over Fq. The unipotent radical U of B is also defined over Fq.
For any subgroup H of G defined over Fq and any power of qa of q, denote
by Hqa the set of Fqa-points of H . Then we have
G =
∞⋃
a=1
Gqa , B =
∞⋃
a=1
Bqa , U =
∞⋃
a=1
Uqa , T =
∞⋃
a=1
Tqa . (1)
Let N = NG(T ) be the normalizer of T in G. Then B and N forms a
BN pairs of G. Let Φ ⊂ Hom(T, F¯∗q) be the root system and Φ
+ be the set
of positive roots determined by B. Let ∆ be the set of simple roots in Φ.
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Let W = N/T be the Weyl group of G and S the set of simple reflections of
W .
For each α ∈ Φ, there is a unique unipotent subgroup Uα of G which is
isomorphic to F¯q and is stable under conjugation by all elements in T . We
may choose the isomorphism εα : F¯q → Uα so that tεα(c)t−1 = εα(α(t)c).
When α is positive, Uα is in U . The unipotent subgroups Uα are defined
over Fq and their Fqa-points are denoted by Uα,qa respectively. The following
property is well known.
(a) For w ∈ W and α ∈ Φ we have nwUαn
−1
w = Uw(α), here nw is a
representative of w in N . If nw is in Gqa , then nwUα,qan
−1
w = Uw(α),qa .
For simple root α we shall denote by sα the corresponding simple re-
flection. Let w = sαk . . . sα2sα1 be a reduced expression of w. Set βj =
sα1sα2 . . . sαj−1(αj) for j = 1, . . . , k. Define
Uw = Uβk . . . Uβ2Uβ1 U
′
w =
∏
β∈Φ+,w(β)∈Φ+
Uβ. (2)
Then
(b) Uw and U
′
w are subgroups and wU
′
ww
−1 ∈ U ;
(c) U = U ′wUw = UwU
′
w;
(d) each u ∈ Uw is uniquely expressible in the form u = uβk . . . uβ2uβ1
with uβi ∈ Uβi .
Note that for simple reflection w = sα we have Uw = Uα and U
′
w =∏
β∈Φ+−{α}
Uβ which will be denoted by U
′
α.
(e) Given two positive roots α and β, there exist integers cmnαβ such that
[εα(a), εβ(b)] := εα(a)εβ(b)εα(a)
−1εβ(b)
−1 =
∏
m,n>0
εmα+nβ(c
mn
αβ a
mbn) (3)
for all a, b ∈ F¯q, where the product is over all integers m,n > 0 such that
mα + nβ ∈ Φ+, taken according to the chosen ordering.
(f) Numbering all positive roots in any order γ1, γ2, . . . , γr, then U =
Uγ1Uγ2 · · ·Uγr .
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Definition 2.2 Keep the notations in (f). Let D be a subset of ∆. An
element u = u1u2 · · ·ur ∈ U , ui ∈ Uγi for i = 1, 2, ..., r, is called D-regular
provided that ui 6= 1 (the neutral element of G) if and only if γi ∈ D. If
D contains only one simple root α, D-regular elements are simply called as
α-regular element.
According to the formula (3), the definition of D-regular is independent
of the numbering of positive roots. When D = ∆ is the set of all simple
roots, D-regular elements are just regular unipotent elements. For w ∈ W ,
let ∆w = {α ∈ ∆ |w(α) ∈ Φ
−}.
Lemma 2.3 Let w ∈ W . For any element u ∈ Uw,qm n > m, there
exists an element y ∈ Uw,qn such that yu ∈ Uw,qn is ∆w-regular.
Proof Let w = sαk . . . sα2sα1 be a reduced expression of w and βj =
sα1sα2 . . . sαj−1(αj) for j = 1, . . . , k. Assume that y = yβk . . . yβ2yβ1 ∈ Uw,qn,
yβi ∈ Uβi for all i. If yβi ∈ Uβi,qn\Uβi,qm for all i, then y is ∆w-regular. Using
the formula (3) in subsection 2.1 we see that yu is ∆w-regular.
2.4 Let K be a field. For a group H denote by KH the group algebra of
H over K. For a one-dimensional representation θ of T over K, let Kθ be the
corresponding KT -module, which will be regarded as KB-module through
the natural homomorphism B → T . We define the KG module
M(θ) = KG⊗KB Kθ,
which is called a spherical principal series representation of G. When θ is
the trivial representation of T over K, we write M(tr) for M(θ) and choose
a nonzero element 1tr in Ktr. For x in KG, we simply denote x ⊗ 1tr in
M(tr) by x1tr. For any element t ∈ T and n ∈ N , we have nt1tr = n1tr. So
w1tr = nw1tr is well defined for any w ∈ W . Using the Bruhat decomposition
of G we get the following result.
M(tr) =
∑
w∈W
KUw1tr. (4)
For any subset J of S, we shall denote WJ be the subgroup of W gener-
ated by J and let wJ be the longest element of WJ . Set
ηJ =
∑
w∈WJ
(−1)l(w)w1tr,
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where l(w) is the length of w. The following result is proved in [X, Prop.
2.3].
(a) M(tr)J := KUWηJ is a submodule of M(tr). In particular St =
KUηS is a submodule of M(tr) and is called the Steinberg module of G.
For any integer a, the KGqa-module Sta = KUqaη is isomorphic to the
ordinary Steinberg module which is first constructed by R.Steinberg in [S].
Let w = sα be a simple reflection corresponding to the simple root α.
Recall that Uα and U
′
α stand for Uw and U
′
w respectively. Set nα = nsα .
Assume that u ∈ Uα\{1} and h ∈ W such that l(hwJ) = l(h) + l(wJ). The
following result are well known or established in the proof of [X, Prop. 2.3].
(b) There exists x, y ∈ Uα\{1} and t ∈ T such that nαunα
−1 = xnαty.
(c) If hwJ ≤ sαhwJ , then we have nαuhηJ = nαhηJ ∈ KUWηJ .
(d) If sαh ≤ h, then nαuhηJ = xhηJ , where x is defined in (b).
(e) If h ≤ sαh but sαhwJ ≤ hwJ , then nαuhηJ = (x− 1)hηJ , where x is
defined in (b).
2.5 Let J be a subset of S and M(tr)′J be the sum of all M(tr)K with
J ( K. Then M(tr)′J is a proper submodule of M(tr)J . Following [X, 2.6],
we define
EJ =M(tr)J/M(tr)
′
J .
According to [X, Prop. 2.7] we have the following result.
(a) If J and K are different subsets of S then EJ and EK are not iso-
morphic.
For w ∈ W , set R(w) = {s ∈ S | ws < w}. For any subset J of S, define
XJ = {x ∈ W | x has minimal length in xWJ},
YJ = {w ∈ XJ | R(wwJ) = J},
where wJ is the longest element in the parabolic subgroup WJ .
For any w ∈ W , let
Cw =
∑
y≤w
(−1)l(w)−l(y)py,w(1)y ∈ KW,
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where py,w are Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials. Then the elements Cw, w ∈ W ,
form a basis of KW, see [KL].
Lemma 2.6 For any subsets J, K of S, we have
(a) the elements xCwK , x ∈ XK , form a basis of KWCwK ;
(b) the elements CxwK , x ∈ XK , form a basis of KWCwK ;
(c) the elements wCwJ , CxwJ , w ∈ YJ , x ∈ XJ\YJ , form a basis of
KWCwJ .
Proof. Since W = XKWK and wCwK = (−1)
l(w)CwK for any w ∈ WK ,
we see that (a) is true. By Lemma 2.8 (c) in [G], for x ∈ XK , we have
CxwK = xCwK +
∑
y∈XK
y<x
ayyCwK , ay ∈ K. (5)
Using induction on l(x) we see that
xCwK = CxwK +
∑
y∈XK
y<x
a′yCywK , a
′
y ∈ K. (6)
(b) follows.
We claim that for any x ∈ XJ , the element xCwJ is a linear combination
of the elements wCwJ , CxwJ , w ∈ YJ , x ∈ XJ\YJ . If l(x) = 0, then x ∈ YJ ,
the claim is true. Now assume that the claim is true for y ∈ XJ with
l(y) < l(x). If x is in YJ , the claim is clear. If x is in XJ\YJ , using formula
(6) and induction hypothesis we see that the claim is true. (c) is proved.
Lemma 2.7 For any subset J ⊆ S, denote by CJ the image of ηJ in EJ .
Then the KG-module EJ is the sum of all KUwJw−1 wCJ , w ∈ YJ , i.e.,
EJ =
∑
w∈YJ
KUwCJ =
∑
w∈YJ
KUwJw−1 wCJ .
Proof. For any w ∈ W , set
cw = (−1)
l(w)Cw1tr ∈M(tr).
By Lemma 2.6 (vi) in [KL], we have
cwK = ηK for any subset K of S.
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According Lemma 2.6 (c), we have
M(tr)J = KUWηJ =
∑
w∈YJ
KUwηJ +
∑
x∈XJ\YJ
KUcxwJ . (7)
For x ∈ XJ\YJ , we have J ( R(xwJ) = K. Then xwJ = x′wK for some
x′ ∈ XK . Note that cwK = ηK . By Lemma 2.6 (b), cxwJ = cx′wK = hηK for
some h ∈ KW . Therefore, cxwJ is in M(tr)
′
J if x ∈ XJ\YJ . Using formula
(7) we get
EJ =M(tr)J/M(tr)
′
J =
∑
w∈YJ
KUwCJ .
To finish the proof it suffices to prove that UwηJ = UwJw−1 wηJ for
w ∈ YJ . Since ηJ =
∑
z∈WJ
(−1)l(z)z1tr, we only need to show that Uwz1tr =
UwJw−1 wz1tr for any z ∈ WJ and w ∈ YJ .
Assume that α is a positive root in Φ. For any y ∈ WJ we prove
that yw−1(α) ∈ Φ+ if wJw
−1(α) is positive. Otherwise, yw−1(α) = β
was negative root. Since wJ = wJy
−1y and l(wJy
−1) + l(y) = l(wJ), we
have γ = wJy
−1(β) = wJw
−1(α) ∈ Φ+. This forces that β is a nega-
tive root in the root system ΦJ corresponding to WJ and γ ∈ ΦJ ∩ Φ
+.
Then δ = wJ(γ) is a negative root in ΦJ . Since l(wwJ) = l(w) + l(wJ),
we have α = wwJ(γ) = w(δ) ∈ Φ
−. This contradicts the assumption α
being positive. Therefore we have z−1w−1U ′
wJw−1
wz ∈ U . Since U1tr = 1tr,
we see U ′
wJw−1
wz1tr = wz1tr for w ∈ YJ and z ∈ WJ . Using 2.1(c) we get
that Uwz1tr = UwJw−1 wz1tr for any z ∈ WJ and w ∈ YJ . The lemma is
proved.
2.8 An interesting question is whether these KG-module EJ are irre-
ducible. When J is the empty set, EJ is just the trivial representation of G.
When J = S, EJ is just the Steinberg module, which is irreducible (see [X,
Theorem 3.2] and [Y, Theorem 2.2]).
Provided that char K 6=charFq, we will show that EJ is irreducible in
the following cases: (1) G is of rank 2 (see Theorem 3.1), (2) G is of type A
and J contains only one element or J is a maximal proper subset of S (see
Theorem 4.1).
The following result will be used frequently in our proof for Theorems
3.1 and 4.1.
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Lemma 2.9 Let M be a KG-module and η ∈M is T -fixed (i.e., tη = η
for all t ∈ T ). Assume char K 6=charFq. If M ′ is a submodule of M
containing
∑
x∈Uqa
xη for some positive integer a, then η ∈M ′.
Proof. The argument in [Y, 2.7] works well here. Let sαrsαr−1 . . . sα1 be a
reduced expression of the longest element w0 ofW . Set βi = sα1sα2 . . . sαi−1(αi).
Then for any positive integer b,
Xi,qb = Uβr ,qbUβr−1,qb . . . Uβi,qb
is a subgroup of U . Clearly, Xi,qb is a subgroup of Xi,qb′ if Fqb is a subfield of
Fqb′ . We understand that Xr+1,qb = {1}.
First we use induction on i to show that there exists positive integer
bi such that the element
∑
x∈X
i,qbi
xη is in M ′. When i = 1, this is true for
b1 = a by assumption. Now we assume that
∑
x∈X
i,qbi
xη is in M ′. We show
that
∑
x∈X
i+1,q
bi+1
xη is in M ′ for some bi+1.
Let c1, c2, . . . , cqbi+1 be a complete set of representatives of all cosets of
F∗
qbi
in F∗
q2bi
. Choose t1, t2, . . . , tqbi+1 ∈ T such that βi(tj) = cj for j =
1, 2, . . . , qbi + 1. Note that tη = η for any t ∈ T . Thus
qbi+1∑
j=1
tj
∑
x∈U
βi,q
bi
xη = qbiη +
∑
x∈U
βi,q
2bi
xη.
Since Xi,qbi = Xi+1,qbiUβi,qbi and
∑
x∈X
i,qbi
xη is in M ′, we see that
ζ =
qbi+1∑
j=1
tj
∑
x∈X
i,qbi
xη =
qbi+1∑
j=1
tj
∑
y∈X
i+1,qbi
y
∑
x∈U
βi,q
bi
xη
=
∑
y∈X
i+1,qbi
qbi+1∑
j=1
tjyt
−1
j (tj
∑
x∈U
βi,q
bi
xη) ∈ M ′.
Choose bi+1 such that all βm(tj)(r ≥ m ≥ i) are contained in Fqbi+1 and Fqbi+1
contains Fq2bi . Then tjyt
−1
j is in Xi+1,qbi+1 for any y ∈ Xi+1,qbi . Let Z ∈ KG
be the sum of all elements in Xi+1,qbi+1 . Then we have
Zζ = q(r−i)biZ
qbi+1∑
j=1
tj
∑
x∈U
βi,q
bi
xη = q(r−i)biZ(qbiη +
∑
x∈U
βi,q
2bi
xη) ∈M ′. (8)
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Because
∑
x∈X
i,qbi
xη is in M ′, we have
∑
x∈X
i,q2bi
xη ∈M ′. Thus
Z
∑
x∈X
i,q2bi
xη = q2(r−i)biZ
∑
x∈U
βi,q
2bi
xη ∈M ′. (9)
Since q 6= 0 in K, combining formula (8) and (9) we see that Zη ∈
M ′, i.e.,
∑
x∈X
i+1,q
bi+1
xη is in M ′. Note that Xr,qbr = Uβr ,qbr . Now we have
∑
x∈U
βr,qbr
xη ∈ M ′ and
∑
x∈U
βr,q2br
xη ∈ M ′. Applying formula (8) to the case
i = r we get that qbrη +
∑
x∈U
βr,q2br
xη ∈M ′. Therefore η is in M ′. The lemma
is proved.
3 Rank 2 cases
In this section we consider the irreducibility of the modules EJ for rank 2
cases. The main result is the following.
Theorem 3.1 Assume that G is of rank 2 and charK 6= char F¯q. Then
the KG-modules EJ are always irreducible.
We prove Theorem 3.1 case by case. Since S has only two elements,
ES and E∅ are irreducible, we only need to consider the case J containing
one element. We shall write Ed instead of EJ when J = {d}. The neutral
element in W will denoted by e.
3.2 In this subsection G is assumed of type A2. Let α, β be the simple
roots of Φ and denote by s, r the corresponding simple reflections. Then
W = {e, s, r, sr, rs, srs} and Y{s} = {e, r}. Since Us = Uα and Usr =
Uα+βUβ , by Lemma 2.7 we get
Es = KUCs + KUrCs = KUαCs + KUα+βUβrCs, (10)
where Cs is the image of (1− s)1tr in Es.
We will show that Es is generated by any nonzero element in Es, so that
Es is irreducible. Let ξ be a nonzero element in Es, by formula (10) we then
have
ξ =
∑
u∈Uα
auuCs +
∑
u∈U ′α
buurCs, (11)
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where U ′α = Uα+βUβ; au, bu ∈ K and only finitely many of them are nonzero.
Clearly there is a positive integer m such that u ∈ Uqm whenever au 6= 0
or bu 6= 0. We may require that au = 0 for some u ∈ Uα,qm , this can be
done by choosing sufficiently large m. We may further require that a1 = 0
(recall that 1 also stands for the neutral element of G). Otherwise, choose
y ∈ Uα,qm \ {1} such that ay−1 = 0, then yξ satisfies the requirement and we
then consider yξ instead of ξ.
Let ns (resp. nr) be a representative of s (resp. r) in N = NG(T ). Then
n2s and n
2
r are in T . Since m is sufficiently large, we may require that ns and
nr are in Gqm . By 2.1(a) we have
ns(Uα+β,qmUβ,qm)n
−1
s = Uβ,qmUα+β,qm = Uα+β,qmUβ,qm. (12)
Noting that the image of (1− s− r + sr + rs− srs)1tr in Es is zero, we get
nsrCs = srCs = rCs − Cs. (13)
Using formulas (12) and (13) we get the following claim.
(a) For any u ∈ Uα+β,qmUβ,qm there exists u
′ ∈ Uα+β,qmUβ,qm such that
nsurCs = u
′(rCs − Cs). (14)
By 2.4(d), we obtain
(b) if au 6= 0, then nsuCs = (z − 1)Cs for some z ∈ Uα,qm . (Note that by
assumption au 6= 0 implies that u 6= 1.)
Set
M ′ = KGξ, X =
∑
x∈Uqm
x, φα =
∑
u∈Uα
au, φ
′
α =
∑
u∈U ′α
bu, φ = φα + φ
′
α.
Note that Xu = X for any u ∈ Uqm . Using (a) and (b) we get
Xξ − Xnsξ = φαXCs + φ′αXrCs − φ
′
αX(rCs − Cs)
= φXCs ∈M ′,
If φ 6= 0 then XCs ∈ M ′. By Lemma 2.9 , Cs ∈ M ′. Thus M ′ = Es in this
case.
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Now assume that φ = 0 but au0 6= 0 for some u0 ∈ Uα,qm . Note that
nsCs = −Cs. Using (a) and (b) we see
Xξ − Xnsu0−1ξ = φXCs + au0XCs = au0XCs ∈M
′.
Using Lemma 2.9 , we get Cs ∈ M
′. So in this case we also have M ′ = Es.
We have proved the following result.
(c) Let ξ be a nonzero element in Es of the form (11) with a1 = 0. If
φ 6= 0 or au0 6= 0 for some u0 ∈ Uα, then KGξ = Es.
If all au are zero, then there exists v ∈ Uα+β,qmUβ,qm such that bv 6= 0.
Then
nrv
−1ξ =
∑
u∈Uα
a′uuCs +
∑
u∈U ′α
b′uurCs,
where a′u, b
′
u ∈ K and a
′
1 6= 0.
Choose z ∈ Uα\Uα,qm , let
ξ′ = znrv
−1ξ =
∑
u∈Uα
a′′uuCs +
∑
u∈U ′α
b′′uurCs.
Since a′u 6= 0 implies that u ∈ Uα,qm , we have a
′′
1 = 0. By (c) we have KGξ
′ =
Es. So in this case we also have M
′ = KGξ = KGznrv
−1ξ = KGξ′ = Es.
We have proved that Es is an irreducible KG-module. Since s, r are
symmetric, the KG-module Er is also irreducible.
3.3 In this subsection G is assumed of type B2. Let α, β be the simple
roots of Φ and denote by s, r the corresponding simple reflection. We assume
that α is short, then Φ+ consists of α, β, α + β, 2α + β. We have W =
{e, s, r, sr, rs, srs, rsr, srsr} and Y{s} = {e, r, sr}.
Since Us = Uα, Usr = Uα+βUβ , Usrs = Uα+βU2α+βUα, by Lemma 2.7 we
get
Es = KUαCs + KUα+βUβrCs + KUαUα+βU2α+βsrCs, (15)
where Cs is the image of (1− s)1tr in Es.
We show that Es is generated by any nonzero element in Es so that Es
is irreducible. Let ξ be a nonzero element of Es, by formula (15) we have
ξ =
∑
u∈Uα
auuCs +
∑
u∈V
buurCs +
∑
u∈U ′
β
cuusrCs, (16)
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where V = Uα+βUβ , U
′
β = UαUα+βU2α+β = Uα+βU2α+βUα, au, bu, cu ∈ K and
only finitely many of them are nonzero.
Clearly there is a positive integer m such that u ∈ Uqm whenever au 6= 0,
or bu 6= 0, or cu 6= 0. We can choose m so that ns and nr are in Gqm. Recall
the Definition 2.2, we may further require that u is α-regular (resp. β-regular;
α-regular) if au 6= 0 (resp. bu 6= 0; cu 6= 0). Otherwise, according to Lemma
2.3, we can choose some y ∈ U such that yξ satisfies the requirement. Then
we consider yξ instead of ξ.
Let ns (resp. nr) be a representative of s (resp. r) in N = NG(T ). Then
n2s and n
2
r are in T . Since m is sufficiently large, we may require that ns and
nr are in Gqm . Noting that the image of (1−s−r+rs+sr−srs−rsr+rsrs)1tr
in Es is zero, we have
rsrCs = Cs − rCs + srCs. (17)
With the assumption of ξ, using 2.1(a), 2.4(c), 2.4(d), 2.4(e) and formula
(17) we have
(a) If au 6= 0, then nsuCs = (z − 1)Cs for some z ∈ Uqm . If bu 6= 0, then
nsurCs ∈ UqmsrCs. If cu 6= 0, then nsusrCs ∈ UqmsrCs.
(b) If au 6= 0, then nruCs ∈ UqmrCs. If bu 6= 0 then nrurCs ∈ UqmrCs. If
cu 6= 0 then nrusrCs = u
′(Cs − rCs + srCs) for some u
′ ∈ Uqm .
For convenience, set
M ′ = KGξ, X =
∑
x∈Uqm
x, φa =
∑
u∈Uα
au, φb =
∑
u∈V
bu, φc =
∑
u∈U ′
β
cu.
Note that Xu = X for any u ∈ Uqm . Using (a) we get
Xnsξ = (φb + φc)XsrCs ∈M ′.
If φb+φc 6= 0, using Lemma 2.9 we know that srCs ∈M
′. ThusM ′ = Es
in this case.
Let ξ1 = nrξ and by (b) we write ξ1 as
ξ1 =
∑
u∈U
fuurCs +
∑
u∈U
guursrCs, (18)
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where φf = φa + φb.
We can assume that all u ∈ U appear in ξ1 are β-regular. Otherwise, we
can choose some y ∈ U such that yξ1 satisfies the requirement by Lemma
2.3. Then we consider yξ1 instead of ξ1.With the assumption on ξ1, using
2.4(e), it is easy to see the following result.
(c) If gu 6= 0, then nsursrCs = (y − z)rsrCs for some y, z ∈ U .
Using (b) and (c) we get
Xnsξ1 = (φa + φb)XsrCs ∈M ′.
If φa + φb 6= 0, then srCs ∈M
′ by Lemma 2.9 which implies M ′ = Es.
Now suppose φa + φb = 0 then using the formula (18) we get
Xξ1 = φcXrsrCs ∈M ′.
If φc 6= 0, Also by Lemma 2.9 we have rsrCs ∈M
′ and M ′ = Es.
(d) By above computation, if φa 6= 0 or φb 6= 0 or φc 6= 0 then M
′ = Es.
We just need to deal with the case φa = φb = φc = 0. In the following
we assume that φa = φb = φc = 0.
Now assume that au1 6= 0 for some u1 ∈ Uα. Note that nsUqmrCs ∈
UqmsrCs and nsUqmsrCs ∈ UqmrCs or UqmsrCs. Then we have
nsu1
−1ξ =
∑
u∈Uα
a′uuCs +
∑
u∈V
b′uurCs +
∑
u∈U ′
β
c′uusrCs, (19)
where φa′ = −au1 . By the result in (d), KGnsu1
−1ξ = Es which implies
M ′ = Es in this case.
We compute the form of nsnrurCs for any u ∈ Uα+βUβ and nsnrusrCs
for any u ∈ Uα+βU2α+βUα. The following results can be obtained from the
2.4(c), 2.4(d), 2.4 (e).
(e) If u = 1 then nsnrurCs = −Cs. If uβ 6= 1 then nsnrurCs ∈ UsrCs.
If uα+β 6= 1 but uβ = 1 then nsnrurCs = (x− y)Cs for some x, y ∈ U .
(f) If uα+β = 1 then nsnrusrCs = −xCs+ xrCs−xsrCs for some x ∈ U .
If uα+β 6= 1 then nsnrusrCs = (y − z)(Cs + srCs) for some y, z ∈ U .
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Assume that all au are zero but bu2 6= 0 for some u2 ∈ V , we write
nsnru2
−1ξ as
nsnru2
−1ξ =
∑
u∈Uα
a′′uuCs +
∑
u∈V
b′′uurCs +
∑
u∈U ′
β
c′′uusrCs (20)
and by (e) and (f) we can see φa′′ + φb′′ = −bu2 which is nonzero. We can
deal with this case by the argument in (d) and obtain M ′ = Es.
For the last case that au, bu are all zero but cu3 6= 0 for some u3 ∈ U
′
β, we
can easy to see that
nsu3
−1ξ =
∑
u∈V
b∗uurCs +
∑
u∈U ′
β
c∗uusrCs
where b∗1 = cu3 is nonzero. So in this case we also have M
′ = Es.
Now we complete the proof that if ξ is a nonzero element of Es then
KGξ = Es. So Es is irreducible. Similarly, we can prove Er is irreducible.
3.4 In this subsection, we give some a remark on the proof of type B2
case. Instead of computing the results of (e) and (f) in subsection 3.4, we
give another proof which is also useful later.
Let ξ be a element of the form in (16) satisfy our requirement as before.
We have proved if φa 6= 0 or φb 6= 0 or φc 6= 0 then KGξ = Es.
When au1 6= 0 for some u1, we have KGξ = Es by the same reason as
subsection 3.3. Now suppose all au are zero but bu2 6= 0 for some u2 ∈ V .
Using 2.4(c), 2.4(d), 2.4(e), we have
(a) If uβ = 1, then nrurCs ∈ UCs.
(b) If uβ 6= 1, then nrurCs ∈ UrCs.
(c) nrusrCs = xrsrCs = x(Cs − rCs + srCs) for some x ∈ U .
We consider the element nru2
−1ξ and write it as
nru2
−1ξ =
∑
u∈Uα
a′uuCs +
∑
u∈V
b′uurCs +
∑
u∈U ′
β
c′uusrCs. (21)
If some a′u is nonzero, then we have Es = KGnru2
−1ξ ⊆ KGξ which
implies KGξ = Es. Otherwise, We may choose the isomorphism εβ : F¯q → Uβ
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and we consider the element nrεβ(c)ξ and write it as
nrεβ(c)ξ =
∑
u∈Uα
a′u(c)u(c)Cs +
∑
u∈V
b′u(c)u(c)rCs +
∑
u∈U ′
β
c′u(c)u(c)srCs. (22)
The number of c ∈ F¯q which makes εβ(c)uβ = 1 for bu 6= 0 is finite. Since∑
u∈Uα
a′u(c)u(c)Cs are not always zero and the roots of
∑
u∈Uα
a′u(c)u(c)Cs = 0 is
finite, we can choose some c1 ∈ F¯q such that a′u(c1) 6= 0 for some u. Therefore
we can prove KGξ = Es.
For the last case that au, bu are all zero but cu3 6= 0 for some u3 ∈ U
′
β ,
the proof is similar to subsection 3.3 and we can prove Es is irreducible.
3.5 In this subsection G is assumed of type G2. Let α, β be the simple
roots of Φ and denote by s, r the corresponding simple reflection. We assume
that α is a long root, then Φ+ consists of α, β, α+β, α+2β, α+3β, 2α+3β.
We have W = {e, s, r, sr, rs, srs, rsr, srsr, rsrs, srsrs, rsrsr, rsrsrs}
and Y{s} = {e, r, sr, rsr, srsr}.
Using (2) we have Us = Uα, Usr = Uα+3βUβ, Usrs = U2α+3βUα+βUα,
Usrsr = U2α+3βUα+2βUα+3βUβ, Usrsrs = Uα+3βUα+2βU2α+3βUα+βUα and de-
note by Vi = Uw where l(w) = i. By Lemma 2.7 we get
Es = KV1Cs + KV2rCs + KV3srCs + KV4rsrCs + KV5srsrCs, (23)
where Cs is the image of (1− s)1tr in Es.
We show that Es is generated by any nonzero element in Es so that Es
is irreducible. Let ξ be a nonzero element of Es. Using (23) we have
ξ =
∑
u∈V1
auuCs +
∑
u∈V2
buurCs +
∑
u∈V3
cuusrCs +
∑
u∈V4
duursrCs +
∑
u∈V5
euusrsrCs,
(24)
where au, bu, cu, du, eu ∈ K and only finitely many of them are nonzero.
Clearly there is a positive integer m such that u ∈ Uqm if au 6= 0, bu 6= 0,
cu 6= 0, du 6= 0 or eu 6= 0. We may require that if au 6= 0 (resp. bu 6= 0; cu 6= 0;
du 6= 0; eu 6= 0), then u is α-regular (resp. β-regular; α-regular; β-regular;
α-regular). Otherwise, according to Lemma 2.3, we can choose some y ∈ U
such that yξ satisfies the requirement. Then we consider yξ instead of ξ.
Let ns (resp. nr) be a representative of s (resp. r) in N = NG(T ). Then
n2s and n
2
r are in T . Since m is sufficiently large, we may require that ns and
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nr are in Gqm . Noting that the image of ηS where S = {s, r} in Es is zero,
we have
rsrsrCs = Cs − rCs + srCs − rsrCs + srsrCs. (25)
With the assumption of ξ, using 2.4(c), 2.4(d), 2.4(e), we get
(a) If au 6= 0 (resp. bu 6= 0; cu 6= 0; du 6= 0; eu 6= 0), then nruCs ∈
UrCs (resp. nrurCs ∈ UrCs; nrusrCs ∈ UrsrCs; nrursrCs ∈ UrsrCs;
nrusrsrCs ∈ UrsrsrCs).
(b) If au 6= 0 (resp. bu 6= 0; cu 6= 0; du 6= 0; eu 6= 0), then nsuCs =
(y − z)Cs for some y, z ∈ U (resp. nsurCs ∈ UsrCs; nsusrCs ∈ UsrCs;
nsursrCs ∈ UsrsrCs; nsusrsrCs ∈ UsrsrCs).
For convenience, set
M ′ = KGξ, X =
∑
x∈Uqm
x, φh =
∑
u∈Vi
hu for h = a, b, c, d, e, a
′, b′ . . .
Let ξ1 = nrξ and using (a) ξ1 can be written as
ξ1 =
∑
u∈V2
b(1)u urCs +
∑
u∈V4
d(1)u ursrCs +
∑
u∈U
e(1)u ursrsrCs ∈ Es. (26)
Here we consider rsrsrCs as its image in Es and for convenience, we do not
write it as Cs − rCs + srCs − rsrCs + srsrCs. We can also obtain that
φb(1) = φa + φb, φd(1) = φc + φd, φe(1) = φe.
We can assume that all u ∈ U appear in ξ1 are α-regular. Otherwise, we
can choose some y ∈ U such that yξ1 satisfies the requirement by Lemma
2.3. Then we consider yξ1 instead of ξ1.
With the assumption of ξ1, it is easy to see following result.
(c) If e
(1)
u 6= 0, then nsursrsrCs = (x− y)rsrsrCs for some x, y ∈ U .
Let ξ2 = nsξ1 and using (b) and (c) we have
ξ2 =
∑
u∈V3
c(2)u usrCs +
∑
u∈V5
e(2)u usrsrCs +
∑
u∈U
f (2)y,z (y − z)rsrsrCs, (27)
where φc(2) = φa + φb, φe(2) = φc + φd.
We can also assume that all u ∈ U appear in ξ2 are β-regular. Let
ξ3 = nrξ2 and using (a), we have
ξ3 =
∑
u∈V4
c(3)u ursrCs +
∑
u∈U
e(3)u ursrsrCs +
∑
y,z∈U
f (3)y,z (y − z)rsrsrCs, (28)
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where φc(3) = φc(2) = φa + φb, φe(3) = φe(2).
Assume that all u ∈ U appear in ξ3 are α-regular. Let ξ4 = nsξ3 and by
(b) and (c) we have
ξ4 =
∑
u∈V5
c(4)u usrsrCs +
∑
y,z∈U
f (4)y,z (y − z)rsrsrCs (29)
where φc(4) = φc(3) = φa + φb.
Noting Xu = X for any u ∈ Uqm we can obtain
Xξ4 = (φa + φb)XsrsrCs ∈M ′.
Thus if φa + φb 6= 0 then srsrCs ∈M
′ by Lemma 2.9 and we have M ′ = Es.
Assume that φa + φb = 0. Using (27) we can see
Xξ2 = (φc + φd)XsrsrCs ∈M ′.
Hence, If φc+ φd 6= 0, Using Lemma 2.9 we have srsrCs ∈M
′ which implies
M ′ = Es.
Now we assume that φa + φb = 0 and φc + φd = 0. Using (26) we get
Xξ1 = φeXrsrsrCs ∈M ′.
Hence, if φe 6= 0, then rsrsrCs ∈M
′ by Lemma 2.9 and we have M ′ = Es.
Let ζ1 = nsξ and using (b) we can see that
ζ1 =
∑
y,z∈V1
fy,z(y − z)Cs +
∑
u∈V3
guusrCs +
∑
u∈V5
huusrsrCs, (30)
where φg = φb + φc, φh = φd + φe.
We can also assume that all u ∈ U appear in ζ1 are β-regular by Lemma
2.3. Let ζ2 = nrζ1 and using (a), we have
ζ2 =
∑
y,z∈V2
f ′y,z(y − z)rCs +
∑
u∈V3
g′uursrCs +
∑
u∈U
h′uursrsrCs (31)
and φg′ = φg = φb + φc.
As before, We can also assume that all u ∈ U appear in ζ2 are α-regular
by Lemma 2.3. Let ζ3 = nsζ2 and using (b) we obtain
ζ3 =
∑
y,z∈V3
f ′′y,z(y − z)srCs +
∑
u∈V5
g′′uusrsrCs +
∑
y,z∈U
ky,z(y − z)rsrsrCs, (32)
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where φg′′ = φb + φc. It is not difficult to see
Xζ3 = (φb + φc)XsrsrCs ∈M ′.
Hence, if φb+φc 6= 0 then srsrCs ∈M
′ by Lemma 2.9 and we have M ′ = Es.
Now we assume that φb + φc = 0. Using (30) we have
Xζ1 = (φd + φe)XsrsrCs ∈M ′.
Hence, if φd+φe 6= 0 then srsrCs ∈ M
′ by Lemma 2.9 and we haveM ′ = Es.
By the computation above we find that
(d) If one of φa, φb, φc, φd, φe is nonzero then M
′ = Es. Thus we just
need to deal with the case φa = φb = φc = φd = φe = 0.
Now assume that au1 6= 0 for some u1 ∈ V1. Then by 2.4(c), 2.4(d),
2.4(e), it is easy to see that
nsu1
−1ξ =
∑
u∈V1
a∗uuCs+
∑
u∈V2
b∗uurCs+
∑
u∈V3
c∗uusrCs+
∑
u∈V4
d∗uursrCs+
∑
u∈V5
e∗uusrsrCs
where φa∗ = −au1 . By the result in (d), we have M
′ = Es in this case.
Now we assume that all au are zero but not all bu, cu, du, eu in ξ are zero.
Let ζ = nsξ and with the assumption of ξ we have
ζ =
∑
u∈V3
puusrCs +
∑
u∈V5
quusrsrCs, (33)
where φp = φq = 0 and pu, qu are not all zero.
We compute the form of nsnrnsusrCs for any u ∈ V3 and nsnrnsusrsrCs
for any u ∈ V5. The following results can be obtained from 2.4(c), 2.4(d),
2.4(e).
(e) If u = 1 then nsnrnsusrCs = −Cs. If uα 6= 1 then nsnrnsusrCs ∈
UsrsrCs. If uα = 1 but uα+β 6= 1 then nsnrnsusrCs ∈ UsrCs. If uα =
uα+β = 1 but u2α+3β 6= 1 then nsnrnsusrCs = (x− y)Cs for some x, y ∈ U .
(f) If uα = uα+β = u2α+3β = 1 then nsnrnsusrsrCs ∈ UrCs. If uα =
uα+β = 1 but u2α+3β 6= 1 then nsnrnsusrsrCs ∈ UsrCs. If uα = 1 but
uα+β 6= 1 then nsnrnsusrsrCs ∈ UsrsrCs. If uα 6= 1 then nsnrnsusrsrCs ∈
KUrsrsrCs.
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In the formula (33) of ζ we assume pu1 6= 0 for some u1 and we let
ζ∗ = nsnrnsu1
−1ζ ,
ζ∗ =
∑
u∈V1
a′uuCs+
∑
u∈V2
b′uurCs+
∑
u∈V3
c′uusrCs+
∑
u∈V4
d′uursrCs+
∑
u∈V5
e′uusrsrCs.
Using (e), (f) and (25) we can see φa′ + φd′ = −pu1 which is nonzero. Then
φa′ 6= 0 or φd′ 6= 0. We can deal with this case by the result in (d) and obtain
M ′ = Es.
The last case is all pu are zero but qu2 6= 0 for some u2 ∈ V5 in the formula
(33). Let
ζ ′ = nsu2
−1ζ =
∑
u∈V4
p′uursrCs +
∑
u∈V5
q′uusrsrCs
and p′1 = qu2 is nonzero.
We compute the form of Ψ1 = nsnrnsnrursrCs for any u ∈ V4 and
Ψ2 = nsnrnsnrusrsrCs for any u ∈ V5. The following results can be obtained
from 2.4(c), 2.4(d), 2.4(e).
(g) If uβ = uα+3β = uα+2β = u2α+3β = 1 then Ψ1 = −Cs. If uβ = uα+3β =
uα+2β = 1 but u2α+3β 6= 1 then Ψ1 = (x− y)Cs for some x, y ∈ U . For other
case, we have Ψ1 ∈ KUsrCs + KUsrsrCs + KUrsrsrCs.
(h) We always have Ψ2 ∈ KUrsrCs + KUsrsrCs + KUrsrsrCs.
Let ζ ′′ = nsnrnsnrζ1 and we write ζ
′′ as
ζ ′′ =
∑
u∈V1
a′′uuCs+
∑
u∈V2
b′′uurCs+
∑
u∈V3
c′′uusrCs+
∑
u∈V4
d′′uursrCs+
∑
u∈V5
e′′uusrsrCs.
Then by (g), (h) and (25) we can obtain φa′′ + φb′′ = −p
′
1 which is nonzero.
Then φa′′ 6= 0 or φb′′ 6= 0. We can deal with this case by the result in (d) and
obtain M ′ = Es.
We can also prove that Er is irreducible in the similar way. Now we
complete the proof of Theorem 3.1.
By Theorem 3.1 the KG module M(tr) has the following composition
series 0 $ St $ M(tr){s} $ M(tr){s} +M(tr){r} $ M(tr).
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4 Type A case, I
In this section G is assumed to be a reductive group whose derived group is
of type An. The Weyl group then is isomorphic to the symmetric group of
n+ 1 letters. The main result of this section is the following result.
Theorem 4.1 Assume that G is a connected reductive group over F¯q
whose derived group is of type An and charK 6=char F¯q. Then
(a) the KG module Es is irreducible for any simple reflection;
(b) the KG modules EJ is irreducible if J is a maximal proper subset of
the S. (Recall that S is the set of simple reflections of the Weyl group of G.)
4.2 The rest of this section is devoted to prove part (a) of the theorem
above. Part (b) will be proved in next section. We number the reflections
s1, s2, . . . , sn and the the corresponding simple roots α1, α2, . . . , αn as usual,
so the Dynkin diagram of the root system Φ of G is as follows:
◦
1
◦
2
◦
3
· · · · · · ◦
n−1
◦
n
4.3 We first show that Es1 and Esn are simple KG-modules. By sym-
metry, it is enough to prove that Es1 is irreducible.
Let C1 be the image in E = Es1 of (1− s1)1tr. We have
Y{s1} = {e, s2, s3s2, . . . , sn · · · s3s2}.
Let Vi = Us1s2···si. Then Vi = Uα1+α2+···+αiUα2+···+αi · · ·Uαi . By Lemma 2.7
we get
E = KUC1 + KUs2C1 + KUs3s2C1 + · · ·+ KUsn . . . s3s2C1
= KV1C1 + KV2s2C1 + KV3s3s2C1 + · · ·+ KVnsn . . . s3s2C1. (34)
We show that E is generated by any nonzero element in E so that E is
irreducible. Let ξ be a nonzero element of E, Using formula (34) we see that
ξ =
∑
u∈V1
a1,uuC1 +
∑
u∈V2
a2,uus2C1 + · · ·+
∑
u∈Vn
an,uusn . . . s3s2C1, ai,u ∈ K,
(35)
and only finitely many of the coefficients are nonzero.
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By Lemma 2.3 we may assume that u is α1-regular whenever a1,u is
nonzero. Otherwise we replace ξ by suitable yξ. Also we may choose m
sufficiently large so that all ni = nsi are in Gqm. By 2.4(e) we have the
following result.
(a) If a1,u 6= 0, then n1uC1 = (v − 1)C1 for some v ∈ V1.
Noting that the image of (1 − s1 − s2 + s1s2 + s2s1 − s1s2s1)1tr in E is
zero, we get
n1s2C1 = s1s2C1 = s2C1 − C1,
n1si · · · s2C1 = si · · · s3s1s2C1 = si · · · s2C1 − C1, if i ≥ 2. (36)
Using 2.1(a) and formula (36) one may verify the following claim.
(b) If i ≥ 2, then there exists y ∈ Vi,qm such that
n1usi . . . s2C1 = y(si . . . s2C1 − C1).
Set
M ′ = KGξ, X =
∑
x∈Uqm
x, φi =
∑
u∈Vi
ai,u, φ = φ1 + φ2 + · · ·+ φn.
Since Xu = X for any u ∈ Uqm , Using (a) and (b) we get
Xξ − Xn1ξ =
n∑
i=1
φiXsi · · · s2C1 −
n∑
i=2
φiX(si · · · s2C1 − C1)
= φXC1 ∈M ′,
here we understand that si · · · s2 = e for i = 1. If φ 6= 0 then XC1 is in M ′.
By Lemma 2.9 , C1 ∈M
′, therefore M ′ = KGξ = KGC1 = E.
Assume that φ = 0 but a1,u1 6= 0 for some u1 ∈ V1. Note that n1C1 =
−C1. Using (a) and (b) we get
Xξ − Xn1u1−1ξ = a1,u1XC1 ∈M
′.
Again, using Lemma 2.9 we see that M ′ = KGξ = KGC1 = E in this case.
We have proved the following result.
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(c) Let ξ be a nonzero element in E of the form (35) such that u ∈ V1 is
α1-regular if a1,u 6= 0. Provided that φ 6= 0 or a1,u 6= 0 for some u ∈ V1, then
KGξ = Es.
Let i, j be integers such that 2 ≤ i < j ≤ n. Then niVj,qmn
−1
i = Vj,qm
and si+1C1 = C1. So we have the following result
(d) If 2 ≤ i < j ≤ n and u ∈ Vj,qm, then
niusj · · · s2C1 = u
′sj . . . s2C1
for some u′ ∈ Vj,qm.
Now assume that all ai′,u = 0 whenever 1 ≤ i
′ < i and some ai,ui 6= 0.
By (d), 2.1(a), 2.4 (b), 2.4(c) and 2.4(d) we get
ζ = n1n2 · · ·niu
−1
i ξ =
∑
u∈V1
a′1,uuC1+
∑
u∈V2
a′2,uus2C1+· · ·+
∑
u∈Vn
a′n,uusnsn−1 . . . s2C1,
where all a′i,u are in K and a
′
1,1 = ai,ui 6= 0.
By Lemma 2.3, we may choose y ∈ V1 such that yu is α1-regular when
u ∈ V1 and a
′
1,u 6= 0. By (c) we have KGyζ = E. Therefore KGξ = E in this
case.
We have proved that Es1 is irreducible. By symmetry, Esn is also irre-
ducible.
4.4 Now we fix an integer i′ such that 2 ≤ i′ ≤ n− 1 and set s = si′. In
this subsection we show that Es is irreducible.
Using Lemma 2.7 to describe Es it suffices to describe Y = Y{s}. We
set m = i′ − 1 and l = n − i′. For convenience, denote by rj = si′−j for
j = 1, 2, . . . , m, tk = si′+k for k = 1, 2, . . . , l. The Dynkin diagram of W is
as follows:
◦rm ◦ · · · · · · ◦r2 ◦r1 ◦s ◦t1 ◦ · · · · · · ◦tl−1 ◦tl
Lemma 4.5 Keep the notations above. Denote by σi = riri−1 . . . r2r1,
i = 1, 2, . . . , m and τj = tjtj−1 . . . t2t1, j = 1, 2, . . . , l. (Convention: σ0 and
τ0 are the neutral element e in W .) Then Y consists of following elements
τjkσiksτjk−1σik−1 . . . sτj2σi2sτj1σi1
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where m ≥ i1 > i2 > · · · > ik ≥ 0, l ≥ j1 > j2 > · · · > jk ≥ 0.
Proof. Denote by Z the element listed in the lemma. We just need to
prove Y = Z.
As the notation in 2.5, XJ = {x ∈ W | x has minimal length in xWJ}
for a subset J of S. In this proof of the lemma, we always set J = S \ {s}.
Using 2.1.1 proposition in [GP], we have XJ = Y s ∪ {e} and XJ is a left
coset representatives of WJ in W .
Without lost of generality, we assume m ≤ l. We denote by δJ the
following element
δJ = τl−msτl−m+1σ1 . . . sτl−1σm−1sτlσm,
which is the longest element of Z. We show δJ is also the longest element of
Y . By easy computation, we know l(δJ ) = ml +m + l. On the other hand,
we can get
l(w0)− l(wJ) =
n(n + 1)
2
− (
m(m+ 1)
2
+
l(l + 1)
2
) = ml +m+ l + 1.
It suffice to prove δJ is in Y , then we can see δJswJ = w0 and δJ is the
longest element of Y .
We regard the simple reflection sj as exchanging the two letters j and
j + 1. Thus δJ in Y means δJs in XJ which is equivalent to the following
two conditions:
(a) δJs(i
′) > δJs(i
′ + 1).
(b) For k 6= i′, δJs(k) < δJs(k + 1).
Recall i′ is a fixed integer and l = n − i′ as we mentioned before. By
careful computation, we have the following result.
(c) For k ≤ i′, δJs(k) = l + k + 1.
(d) For k ≥ i′, δJs(k) = k − i
′.
Then (c) and (d) imply δJs satisfy the two condition (a) and (b). There-
fore δJ is the unique longest element in Y .
It is not difficult to see that for any w ∈ Z, l(δJw
−1) = l(δJ) − l(w).
Using the 2.2.1 Lemma in [GP], we can get Z ⊆ Y .(Here we use left coset
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representative while [GP] used right coset representative.) On the other
hand, by the Algorithm C (p.46) in [GP], we can see Z is exactly the set Y .
The lemma is proved.
We will show that Es is generated by any nonzero element in Es so that
Es is irreducible. Let ξ be a nonzero element of Es. By Lemma 2.7 and
Lemma 4.5 we have
ξ =
∑
w∈Y
∑
x∈Vw
aw,xxwCs, aw,x ∈ K, (37)
where Vw = Usw−1 and only finitely many of the coefficients are nonzero.
By Lemma 2.3 we can assume that x appears in ξ is ∆sw−1-regular
wherever aw,x is nonzero. Otherwise, we replace ξ by suitable yξ. This
process is called regularlization to ξ and we denote R(ξ) for one element
yξ =
∑
w∈Y
∑
z∈Vw
a′w,zzwCs such that z appears in yξ is ∆sw−1-regular wherever
a′w,z is nonzero.
We may choose m sufficiently large so that nj = nsj are in Gqm. In the
following, we write sjxwCs instead of njxwCs for convenience. Given simple
reflections s1, s2, . . . , sk, we denote by
R(n1n2 . . . nkξ) = R(n1(. . . R(nk−1R(nkξ)))).
We can also just denote it by R(s1s2 . . . skξ).
For convenience, we classify the elements in Y by the different endings
of the elements in Y . For k a positive integer we denote by
Ak = {σiksτjk−1σik−1 . . . sτj1σi1 | m ≥ i1 > · · · > ik > 0, l ≥ j1 > · · · > jk−1 > 0}.
Bk = {τjksτjk−1σik−1 . . . sτj1σi1 | m ≥ i1 > · · · > ik−1 > 0, l ≥ j1 > · · · > jk > 0}.
Ck = {τjkσiksτjk−1σik−1 . . . sτj1σi1 | m ≥ i1 > · · · > ik > 0, l ≥ j1 > · · · > jk > 0}.
Dk+1 = {sτjkσik . . . sτj1σi1 | m ≥ i1 > · · · > ik > 0, l ≥ j1 > · · · > jk > 0}.
and D1 consist of the neutral element e.
For convenience, we set
M ′ = KGξ, X =
∑
x∈Uqm
x, φw =
∑
x∈Vw
aw,x.
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We also denote by φHk =
∑
w∈Hk
φw for H = A, B, C, D and φk = φAk+φBk+
φCk + φDk .
(Step 1) With the assumption of ξ and by 2.4 (c), 2.4 (d), 2.4 (e), for
w ∈ Y, x ∈ Vw we have the following result.
(a)If sjw > w, then sjxwCs = x
′sjwCs for some x
′ ∈ U .
(b)If sjw < w, then sjxwCs = x
′′wCs for some x
′′ ∈ U .
(c)For sj 6= s, r1, t1, we get sjCs = Cs.
Denote by wa for the following element
(rm . . . r1)(rm . . . r2) . . . (rmrm−1)rm(tl . . . t1)(tl . . . t2) . . . (tltl−1)tl.
We consider the element ζ = R(waξ). We set
wc = (tl . . . t2t1rm . . . r2r1)s.
Using (a), (b), (c) and the exchange relations of Weyl group, we can see ζ
has the following form
ζ =
∑
k≤min{m,l}
∑
x∈U
ak,uxwc
k(tl . . . t2t1rm . . . r2r1)Cs. (38)
The elements (wc)
k(tl . . . t1rm . . . r1) may not be in Y . However we can
express ζ of this form since we have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.6 The elements wc
k+1 is a reduced expression for k ≤ min{m, l}.
Proof. We just need to prove wc
k is a reduced expression when k =
min{m, l}+1. For the convenience of computation, we go back to the notation
of {sj}. Without lost of generality, we assume m ≤ l which implies n ≥
2m + 1. Let w = wc
m = ((sn . . . sm+2)(s1 . . . sm)sm+1)
m+1 and we want to
prove w is a reduced expression. Since the length of w equals to the number
of positive roots transformed by w into negative roots. We use this to prove
the lemma by computation.
Let si = (i, i + 1) as exchanging two letters i and i + 1. The positive
roots can be written as {εi − εj | i < j}. Firstly, by computation we can see
that
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wc(εi) =


εi+1 if 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
εn+1 if i = m+ 1.
ε1 if i = m+ 2.
εi−1 if m+ 3 ≤ i ≤ n + 1.
(39)
So it is not hard to compute w(εi),
w(εi) =


εn+2−i if 1 ≤ i ≤ m+ 1.
ε2m+3−i if m+ 2 ≤ i ≤ 2m+ 2.
εi−(m+1) if 2m+ 3 ≤ i ≤ n + 1.
(40)
By above computation, when we compute the number of positive roots
transformed by w into a negative roots ,we need to check it case by case. We
consider a positive root εi − εj for i < j and compute the number of pairs
(i, j) such that w(εi − εj) is a negative root.
(a) When 1 ≤ i ≤ m+ 1.
When 1 ≤ j ≤ m+1, then i ≤ j and n+ 2− i ≥ n+2− j. The number
of these pairs of (i, j) is m(m+ 1)/2.
When m+ 2 ≤ j ≤ 2m+ 2, then i ≤ j and n+ 2− i ≥ 2m+ 3− j. The
number of these pairs of (i, j) is (m+ 1)2.
When 2m+ 3 ≤ j ≤ n+ 1, then i ≤ j and n+ 2− i ≥ j − (m+ 1). The
number of these pairs of (i, j) is (n− 2m− 1)(m+ 1).
(b) When m+ 2 ≤ i ≤ 2m+ 2.
When m + 2 ≤ j ≤ 2m + 2, then i ≤ j and 2m + 3 − i ≥ 2m + 3 − j.
The number of these pairs of (i, j) is m(m+ 1)/2.
When 2m + 3 ≤ j ≤ n + 1, then i ≤ j and 2m + 3 − i ≥ j − (m + 1).
Hence j < 3m+2− i and it is a contradiction.There is no such pair of (i, j).
(c) When i ≥ 2m+ 3, then j ≥ 2m+ 3. There is no such pair of (i, j).
Combining (a), (b) and (c), the number of positive roots transformed by
w into negative roots is
m(m+ 1)
2
+ (m+ 1)2 + (n− 2m− 1)(m+ 1) +
m(m+ 1)
2
= n(m+ 1).
This number is also the length of w and the lemma is proved.
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(Step 2) Keep the notation of wc. The element ζ in Step 1 is of the
formula (38).
We consider the element R(wc
hζ) for some integer h. By 2.4 (e), if
we use X multiply on R(wchζ), we can see that the bigger h is, the more
elements in ζ will be killed. This phenomenon can be easy to see in the
case of type G2 in subsection 3.5. Moreover we can consider the element
R((ti . . . t2t1rj . . . r2r1s)wc
hζ) for some integers i, j, h. By the same philoso-
phy we can see the following result.
If φk is nonzero for some integer k, then Cs ∈ M
′ which implies KGξ =
Es.
In the following, we assume φk is zero for all k ≥ 1.
(Step 3) In this step, when we consider xwCs we assume x ∈ U is
an ∆sw−1-regular element. Using the result in subsection 2.4, the following
result is easy to see. The notations σi = ri . . . r2r1 and τj = tj . . . t2t1 are as
before.
(a) We have suCs = (x − 1)CS for some x ∈ U . suσiCs = y(σiCs − Cs)
for some y ∈ U . suτjCs = z(τjCs − Cs) for some z ∈ U .
(b) We compute suAkCs for k ≥ 2 and we have
suσiksτjk−1σik−1 . . . sτj1σi1Cs = u
′σiksτjk−1σik−1 . . . sτj1σi1Cs
for some u′ ∈ U .
(c) We compute suBkCs for k ≥ 2 and we have
suτjksτjk−1σik−1 . . . sτj1σi1Cs = u
′′τjksτjk−1σik−1 . . . sτj1σi1Cs
for some u′′ ∈ U .
(d) We compute suCkCs for k ≥ 2 and we have
suτjkσiksτjk−1σik−1 . . . sτj1σi1Cs = u
∗sτjkσiksτjk−1σik−1 . . . sτj1σi1Cs
for some u∗ ∈ U .
(e) We compute suDkCs for k ≥ 2 and we have
susτjkσik . . . sτj1σi1Cs = u
∗∗sτjkσik . . . sτj1σi1Cs
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for some u∗∗ ∈ U .
As the notation before, m, l is the number of reflections {ri} and {tj}.
If m = l then there exists a maximal integer h such that Dh is nonempty
but Ah, Bh, Ch are all empty. If m > l then there exists a maximal integer
h such that Ah, Dh are nonempty but Bh, Ch are both empty. If m < l then
there exists a maximal integer h such that Bh, Dh are nonempty but Ah, Ch
are both empty.
In each case above, we fix such an integer h and consider sξ. Using (a),
(b), (c), (d), (e) we can see
suAkCs ⊆ UAkCs, suBkCs ⊆ UBkCs, suDkCs ⊆ UDkCs for k ≥ 2
while suCkCs ⊆ UDk+1Cs for k ≥ 1. Using the result in step 2 that φk
nonzero impliesM ′ = Es, then we see that if φCh is nonzero we haveM
′ = Es.
Moreover by the same reason we can see the following result.
(f) If φCk is nonzero for any k ≥ 1 we have M
′ = Es.
In the following, we assume φCk and φk are zero. Otherwise we have
M ′ = Es.
(Step 4) Assume that ae,x0 6= 0 of ξ =
∑
w∈Y
∑
x∈Vw
aw,xxwCs for some
x0 ∈ Uαs . Using 2.1(a) and 2.4 (d), we observe that if xα = 1 then sxDkCs ⊂
UCk−1Cs. Otherwise, sxDkCs ⊂ UDkCs, where k ≥ 2. Let
sx0
−1ξ =
∑
w∈Y
∑
x∈Vw
a′w,xxwCs.
Using (a) in step (3), we obtain φA1+φB1+φD1 = −ae,x0 which is nonzero.
Using the result in step 2 and (f) in step 3 we can get that M ′ = Es.
(Step 5) In this step, we compute the form of t1xwCs without any
assumption of x ∈ U . Using 2.4 (c), 2.4 (d) and 2.4 (e) we can have the
following results.
(a) We compute the form of t1uAkCs. In following equations, u
′ is some
element in U .
(a1) When k = 1, then t1uri . . . r1Cs = u
′t1ri . . . r1Cs.
(a2) When k = 2 we have following two cases.
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If j1 ≥ 2 then t1uσi2sτj1σi1Cs = u
′t1σi2sτj1σi1Cs.
If j1 = 1 then t1uσi2st1σi1Cs = u
′(σi2st1σi1Cs − t1σi2Cs + σi2Cs)
(a3) When k ≥ 3 we also have following two cases.
If jk−1 ≥ 2 then
t1uσiksτjk−1σik−1 . . . sτj1σi1Cs = u
′t1σiksτjk−1σik−1 . . . sτj1σi1Cs.
If jk−1 = 1 then
t1uσikst1σik−1 . . . sτj1σi1Cs = u
′σikst1σik−1 . . . sτj1σi1Cs.
(b) We compute the form of t1uBkCs.
(b1) If jk ≥ 2 or uαt1 6= 1 then we have
t1uτjksτjk−1σik−1 . . . sτj1σi1Cs = u
′τjksτjk−1σik−1 . . . sτj1σi1Cs
for some u′ ∈ U .
(b2) If jk = 1 and uαt1 = 1 then
t1ut1sτjk−1σik−1 . . . sτj1σi1Cs = u
′′sτjk−1σik−1 . . . sτj1σi1Cs
for some u′′ ∈ U
(c) We compute the form of t1uCkCs.
(c1) If jk ≥ 2 or uαt1 6= 1we have
t1uτjkσiksτjk−1σik−1 . . . sτj1σi1Cs = u
′τjkσiksτjk−1σik−1 . . . sτj1σi1Cs
for some u′ ∈ U .
(c2) If jk = 1 and uαt1 = 1 then
t1ut1σiksτjk−1σik−1 . . . sτj1σi1Cs = u
′′σiksτjk−1σik−1 . . . sτj1σi1Cs
for some u′′ ∈ U .
(d) We compute the form of t1uDkCs. The result is very similar to (a)
and we assume that u∗ is some element in U .
(d1) When k = 1, then t1uCs = u
∗t1Cs.
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(d2) When k = 2 we have following two cases.
If j1 ≥ 2 then t1usτj1σi1Cs = u
∗t1sτj1σi1Cs.
If j1 = 1 then t1ust1σi1Cs = u
∗(st1σi1Cs − t1Cs + Cs).
(d3) When k ≥ 3 we also have following two cases:
If jk ≥ 2 then
t1usτjkσik . . . sτj1σi1Cs = u
∗t1sτjkσik . . . sτj1σi1Cs.
If jk = 1 then
t1usτjkσik . . . sτj1σi1Cs = u
∗sτjkσik . . . sτj1σi1Cs.
(Step 6) In this step, we compute the form of tixwCs for i ≥ 2 without
any assumption of x ∈ U . It is easy to note that we just need to compute
tiuBkCs. The form of of tiuAkCs, tiuCkCs, tiuDkCs can be obtained from
tiuBkCs.
When we consider the following form
tiuτjksτjk−1σik−1 . . . sτj1σi1Cs
we have the following results by 2.4 (c), 2.4 (d), 2.4 (e).
(a) If i > jh + 1 for all h = 1, 2, . . . , k then
tiuτjksτjk−1σik−1 . . . sτj1σi1Cs = u
′τjksτjk−1σik−1 . . . sτj1σi1Cs
for some element u′ ∈ U .
Otherwise, there is an integer a such that ja+1+1 < i ≤ ja+1. Without
lot of generality, we can assume i ≤ jk + 1.
(b) If i = jk + 1 and jk−1 > jk + 1 (including the case k = 1) then
tiuτjksτjk−1σik−1 . . . sτj1σi1Cs = u
′′τjk+1sτjk−1σik−1 . . . sτj1σi1Cs
for some element u′′ ∈ U .
(c) If i = jk + 1 and jk−1 = jk + 1 then we have two cases:
(c1) When k ≥ 3 then
tiuτjksτjk−1σik−1 . . . sτj1σi1Cs = xτjksτjk−1σik−1 . . . sτj1σi1Cs
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for some element x ∈ U .
(c2) When k = 2 then
tj2+1uτj2sτj1σi1Cs = x
′(τj2sτj1σi1Cs − τj1Cs + τj2Cs)
for some element x′ ∈ U .
(d) If i = jk then we also have two cases:
(d1) When uαtjk
6= 1 then
tiuτjksτjk−1σik−1 . . . sτj1σi1Cs = yτjksτjk−1σik−1 . . . sτj1σi1Cs
for some element y ∈ U .
(d2) When uαtjk
= 1 then
tiuτjksτjk−1σik−1 . . . sτj1σi1Cs = y
′τjk−1sτjk−1σik−1 . . . sτj1σi1Cs
for some element y′ ∈ U .
(e) If i < jk then
tiuτjksτjk−1σik−1 . . . sτj1σi1Cs = zτjksτjk−1σik−1 . . . sτj1σi1Cs
for some element z ∈ U .
(Step 7) We can also compute the form of riuAkCs, riuBkCs, riuCkCs,
riuDkCs which is similar to the result in (Step 5) and (Step 6). These
computations seem to be complicated. However using these results in step 5
and step 6, we can have the following conclusion which is very important to
our proof later.
Suppose t is a reflection in {r1, r2, . . . , rm, t1, t2, . . . , tl}. Let w ∈ Y and
x be a general element in U .
If l(tw) = l(t) + l(w) then txwCs can only have three cases.
(a) We have txwCs = utwCs for some element u ∈ U , where tw ∈ Y .
(b) We have txwCs = ywCs for some element y ∈ U .
(c) We have txwCs = z(wCs − w1Cs + w2Cs) for some element z ∈ U ,
w1, w2 ∈ W where w1, w2 ∈ Y satisfy l(w1), l(w2) < l(w).
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If l(tw) = l(w)− l(t) then txwCs can only have two cases.
(d) When xαt = 1 we have txwCs = x
′twCs for some x
′ ∈ U .
(e) When xαt 6= 1 we have txwCs = x
′′wCs for some x
′′ ∈ U .
(Step 8) As many things we prepare in the steps before we can prove
part (a) of Theorem 4.1. Let ξ be a nonzero element in Es of the formula
(37). Using the observation in (Step 4), we just need to prove that if there
exists a element w1 such that some aw1,x are nonzero and l(w1) = d ≥ 1 is
least, then we can construct an new element
ξ′ =
∑
w∈Y
∑
x∈Vw
a′w,xxwCs ∈ KGξ
such that some a′w2,x are nonzero where l(w2) < d.
Using result in (Step 3) and (Step7), this is not difficult to prove by
induction. As in the assumption, let ξ be a nonzero element of the formula
(37) and we can assume that x appears in ξ is ∆sw−1-regular wherever aw,x
is nonzero as before. According to the inductive hypothesis, we assume all
aw,x = 0 for all l(w) < d but for some w1 and l(w1) = d such that aw1,x1 is
nonzero.
Let t be a reflection in {s, r1, r2, . . . , rm, t1, t2, . . . , tl} such that l(tw1) =
l(w1)− l(t) and tw1 ∈ Y . We use the same method in subsection 3.4. By the
results in step 3 and step7 we know that if tx1
−1ξ satisfies our requirement
then we can let ξ′ = tx1
−1ξ. Otherwise, there exists one element y ∈ Uαt
such that yxαt 6= 1 for x ∈ Vw1, aw1,x 6= 0 and moreover, this element can
make tyξ satisfy our requirement.
Since ξ′ ∈ KGξ, by induction if we prove Es = KGξ
′ then Es = KGξ.
Now we complete the proof and obtain Es is irreducible for any simple
reflections.
5 type A case, II
In this section we give the proof of part (b) in Theorem 4.1. We prove that
KG modules EJ is irreducible if J is a maximal proper subset of the S (the
set of simple reflections of the Weyl group of G).
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5.1 As in the subsection 4.2, we number the reflections s1, s2, . . . , sn
and the the corresponding simple roots α1, α2, . . . , αn as usual. The Dynkin
diagram of the root system Φ of G is as follows:
◦
1
◦
2
◦
3
· · · · · · ◦
n−1
◦
n
Firstly we consider the special case J = {2, 3, . . . , n} and prove EJ is
irreducible. We show that EJ is generated by any nonzero element in EJ so
that EJ is irreducible. Let CJ be the image of ηJ in EJ . We have
YJ = {e, s1, s2s1, . . . , sn−1 . . . s2s1}.
Denote by Vi = UwJs1...si−1. By Lemma 2.7 we get
EJ = KV1CJ + KV2s1CJ + KV3s2s1CJ + · · ·+ KVnsn−1 . . . s2s1CJ . (41)
Let ξ be a nonzero element of EJ . Then using formula (41) we have
ξ =
∑
u∈V1
a1,uuCJ +
∑
u∈V2
a2,uus1CJ + · · ·+
∑
u∈Vn
an,uusn−1 . . . s2s1CJ , (42)
where ai,u ∈ K and only finitely many of them are nonzero.
By Lemma 2.3 we can assume each u appears in ξ is ∆wJs1s2...si−1-regular
wherever ai,u is nonzero. Otherwise we replace ξ by suitable yξ. In this case
we also say that ξ is regular. Also we may choose m sufficiently large so that
all ni = nsi are in Gqm .
For convenience, we can just write sixwCJ instead of nixwCJ for x ∈ U .
With the assumption of ξ, using subsection 2.4 the following results (a)-(c)
are not difficult to see.
(a) When i = j − 1, we get sjusj−1 . . . s2s1CJ ∈ Usj . . . s2s1CJ .
(b) When i = j, we get sjusj . . . s2s1CJ ∈ Usj . . . s2s1CJ .
(c) When i 6= j−1 and i 6= j, then sjusi . . . s2s1CJ = (x−y)si . . . s2s1CJ
for some x, y ∈ U .
Set
M ′ = KGξ, X =
∑
x∈Uqm
x, φi,h =
∑
u∈Vi
hi,u for h = a, a
′, b.
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Using (a), (b), (c) we have
Xsnξ = φn,aXsn . . . s2s1CJ ∈M ′
If φn,a 6= 0, by Lemma 2.9 then sn . . . s2s1CJ ∈M
′ and M ′ = EJ .
Using (a), (b), (c) we have
Xsjξ = (φj,a + φj+1,a)Xsj . . . s2s1CJ ∈M ′
If φj,a + φj+1,a 6= 0, also by Lemma 2.9, then sj . . . s2s1CJ ∈ M which
implies M ′ = EJ . Therefore we know that if φi,a 6= 0 for some integer i, then
M ′ = EJ .
To deal with the case φi,a = 0 for all i. We need the following two
lemmas.
Lemma 5.2 Let I be any subset of S and u ∈ UwI . If u is not the
neutral element 1, then the sum of all coefficients of wIuCI in terms the basis
zCI , z ∈ U , is 0.
Proof. The argument of [Y, Lemma 2.5] can also be used here and the
proof is similar.
Lemma 5.3 Let x ∈ Uqm and fix the element w
∗ = si . . . s2s1 for some
integer i = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1. We write
wJxw
∗CJ =
∑
u∈V1
b1,uuCJ +
∑
u∈V2
b2,uus1CJ + · · ·+
∑
u∈Vn
bn,uusn−1 . . . s2s1CJ
then we get φ1,b + φ2,b = 0.
Proof. Firstly, we compute the form of sjusk . . . s2s1CJ , where j ≥ 2, k ≥
1. Using subsection 2.4, we have the following results.
(d) When j < k, then sjusk . . . s2s1CJ ∈ KUsk . . . s2s1CJ . (The specific
form depends on whether uαj is the neutral element 1.)
(e) When j = k, if uαj = 1, then sjusk . . . s2s1CJ = u
′sk−1 . . . s2s1CJ for
some u′ ∈ U . If uαj 6= 1, then sjusk . . . s2s1CJ = u
′′sk . . . s2s1CJ for some
u′′ ∈ U .
(f) When j = k + 1, then sjusk . . . s2s1CJ = xsk+1sk . . . s2s1CJ for some
x ∈ U .
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(g) When j > k + 1, then sjusk . . . s2s1CJ ∈ KUsk . . . s2s1CJ .
Using (d), (e), (f), (g), we can get that
s2s3 . . . snxw
∗CJ ∈
∑
2≤i≤n
KUsi . . . s2s1CJ .
Since
ηS = CJ − s1CJ + s2s1CJ − · · ·+ (−1)
nsn . . . s2s1CJ
and the image of ηS is zero in EJ , we can see
s2s3 . . . snxw
∗CJ =
∑
u∈U
b′uu(CJ − s1CJ) +
∑
3≤i≤n
∑
u∈Vi
b′i,uusi−1 . . . s2s1CJ . (43)
Let K = {3, 4, . . . , n} be the subset of S. Then it is easy to see wJ =
wKs2s3 . . . sn. Also using (d), (e), (f), (g), we have that wKuCJ ∈ KUCJ ,
wKus1CJ ∈ KUs1CJ and
wKusj . . . s2s1CJ ∈
∑
2≤i≤n
KUsi . . . s2s1CJ for j ≥ 2. (44)
Therefore it is not difficult to see wJxwCJ satisfies our requirement in the
lemma. The lemma is proved.
Using the two lemmas, we can deal with the case φi,a = 0 for all i.
Suppose a1,u1 6= 0 for some u1 ∈ V1 and we consider wJu1
−1ξ. Let
wJu1
−1ξ =
∑
u∈V1
a′1,uuCJ +
∑
u∈V2
a′2,uus1CJ + · · ·+
∑
u∈Vn
a′n,uusn−1 . . . s2s1CJ .
Then by Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 5.3, we can see φ1,a′ +φ2,a′ = (−1)
l(wJ )a1,u1 .
In this case, we have show M ′ = EJ .
Suppose all a1,u are zero but a2,u2 6= 0 for some u2. Using (d) and (e) we
have
s1u2
−1ξ =
∑
u∈V1
a′′1,uuCJ +
∑
u∈V2
a′′2,uus1CJ + · · ·+
∑
u∈Vn
a′′n,uusn−1 . . . s2s1CJ
and a′′1,1 = a2,u2 is nonzero which implies M
′ = EJ .
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Now suppose there exists an integer k such that all aj,u = 0 for j < k
but ak,uk 6= 0 for some uk. Also using (d) and (e) we have
sk−1uk
−1ξ =
∑
u∈Vk−1
a∗k−1,uusk−1 . . . s2s1CJ + · · ·+
∑
u∈Vn
a∗n,uusn−1 . . . s2s1CJ
Thus we can deal with this case by induction and prove that M ′ = EJ .
Therefore EJ is irreducible. The theorem is proved. By symmetry, EI is
irreducible for I = {1, 2, . . . , n− 1} a proper subset of S.
5.4 Now we consider the general case. Fix an integer i′ such that 2 ≤
i′ ≤ n− 1 and set s = si′ . Let J = S \ {s} be a proper subset of S. In this
section we prove EJ is irreducible.
As the notation in 4.4, set m = i′ − 1 and l = n − i′ and denote by
rj = si′−j for j = 1, 2, . . . , m, tk = si′+k for k = 1, 2, . . . , l. The Dynkin
diagram of W is as follows:
◦rm ◦ · · · · · · ◦r2 ◦r1 ◦s ◦t1 ◦ · · · · · · ◦tl−1 ◦tl
As the notation in 2.5, Let YJ = {z ∈ XJ | R(zwJ ) = J}. In our special
case that J is a proper subset of S, we have YJ = XJ\{hJ} where hJ = w0wJ
is the longest element in XJ .
Let Y = Y{s} be the subset of the Weyl group W which has a description
in Lemma 4.5. Thus we have YJ = (Y s\{hJ}) ∪ {e} where e is the neutral
element in W . Denote by dJ the unique element whose length is maximal in
YJ .
We show that EJ is generated by any nonzero element in EJ so that EJ
is irreducible. Let ξ be a nonzero element of EJ . We denote by Vw = UwJw−1 .
Using Lemma 2.7 we have
ξ =
∑
w∈YJ
∑
x∈Vw
aw,xxwCJ , aw,x ∈ K (45)
and only finitely many of the coefficients aw,x are nonzero.
By Lemma 2.3 we can assume that x appears in ξ is ∆wJw−1-regular
wherever aw,x is nonzero. Otherwise, we replace ξ by suitable yξ. We can
say that ξ is regular for simply in this case. We can choosem sufficiently large
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so that all x ∈ Uqm if aw,x 6= 0. We also use the definition of regularlization
given in subsection 4.4.
In subsection 4.4, we classify the elements of Y{s} by different endings. We
can do the same thing to YJ and let A
′
k = Aks
⋂
YJ , B
′
k = Bks
⋂
YJ , C
′
k =
Cks
⋂
YJ , D
′
k = Dks
⋂
YJ . For convenience we write Ak, Bk, Ck, Dk instead
of A′k, B
′
k, C
′
k, D
′
k. Then {e}, Ak, Bk, Ck, Dk for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , h give
a partition of YJ where h is the maximal integer such that Ah, Bh, Ch, Dh
are nonzero.
Set
M ′ = KGξ, X =
∑
x∈Uqm
x, φw,a =
∑
x∈Vw
aw,x.
We also use the notation
σi = riri−1 . . . r2r1, τj = tjtj−1 . . . t2t1, wc = rm . . . r2r1tl . . . t2t1s
as before.
(Step 1) We consider the element R((rm . . . r2r1)(tl . . . t2t1)sξ) and
denote this element by ξ′. Using 2,4 (c), 2.4 (d), 2.4 (e) and the definition of
regularlization R(ξ) of ξ, we have the following results.
(a) We compute sxAkCJ(resp. sx
′BkCJ). By 2.4 (e), we know sxwCJ =
(y − z)wCJ for some y, z ∈ U where w ∈ Ak. (resp. sx
′w′CJ = (y
′ − z′)wCJ
for some y′, z′ ∈ U where w′ ∈ B′k. )
(b) Using 2.1 (a) and 2.4 (c), we know sxCkCJ ⊆ UDk+1CJ ∪ UhJCJ
where hJ is the unique longest element in XJ .
(c) Using 2.4 (d), we know sxDkCJ ⊆ UDkCJ for k ≥ 2.
If we use X multiply on ξ′, we can see the coefficients aw,x will be killed
for w ∈ Ak ∪ Bk by (a). Using (b) and (c), it suffice to consider the form of
UDkCJ .
Let sτjkσiks . . . τj1σi1s be one element in Dk for k ≥ 2.(Note D1 just
consist of s.) Using 2.1(a), 2.4(c), 2.4(e), we can see
(d) rikxτjk−1σik−1sτjkσiks . . . τj1σi1sCJ
= (y − z)τjk−1σik−1sτjkσiks . . . τj1σi1sCJ
for some x, y, z ∈ U .
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(e) tjkx
′τjk−1σik−1sτjkσiks . . . τj1σi1sCJ
= (y′ − z′)τjk−1σik−1sτjkσiks . . . τj1σi1sCJ
for some x′, y′, z′ ∈ U .
If we use X multiply on ξ′, we can see the coefficients aw,x will be killed
for w ∈ Ck (k ≥ 1) and w ∈ Dk (k ≥ 2) by (d), (e).
On the other hand, We have following result by 2.4(c), 2.4(d).
(f) wcxCJ ∈ UwcCJ and wcxsCJ ∈ UwcCJ where x ∈ U is α-regular.
Then we have
Xξ′ = (φe,a + φs,a)XwcCJ .
By Lemma 2.9, if φe,a + φs,a 6= 0, then wcCJ ∈M
′ which implies M ′ = EJ .
(Step 2) Let r ∈ {s, r1, r2, . . . , rm, t1, t2, . . . , rl} be a simple reflection.
Using 2.4 (c), 2.4 (d), 2.4 (e) we can compute the form of rxwCJ , where
w ∈ YJ .
(a) When l(rw) < l(w). If xαr = 1 then rxwCJ = x
′rwCJ for some
x′ ∈ U . If xαr 6= 1, then rxwCJ = x
′′wCJ for some x
′′ ∈ U .
(b) When l(rwwJ) > l(wwJ), then rxwCJ = x
∗rwCJ for some x
∗ ∈ U .
Note that when dJ is the unique element whose length is maximal in YJ , then
rdJCJ is the alternating sum of {wCJ | w ∈ YJ}.
(c) When l(rw) > l(w) but l(rwwJ) < l(wwJ). If xαr 6= 1, then rxwCJ =
(y − z)wCJ for some y, z ∈ U . If xαr = 1, then rxwCJ = uwCJ for some
u ∈ U .
(Step 3) As before dJ is the unique element whose length is maximal
in YJ . we compute the form of dJ
−1xwCJ , where w ∈ YJ and x is a general
element in Vw. We give a claim:
The element dJ
−1xwCJ has a expression form
dJ
−1xwCJ =
∑
w∈YJ
∑
x∈Vw
bw,xxwCJ +
∑
x∈U
bxxhJCJ (46)
such that the coefficients bwc,u are zero where wc = rm . . . r2r1tl . . . t2t1s.
Suppose the claim is not true, then the unique case may happen is w =
dJ . Indeed, if wcCJ appears in the expression form of dJ
−1xwCJ then swcCJ
has to appear in the expression form of sdJ
−1xwCJ by the results in step 2.
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By (b) in step 2, we know σm−1τl−1swcCJ has to appear in the expression
form of σm−1τl−1sdJ
−1xwCJ . Using (c) in step 2, we know σm−1τl−1swcCJ
has to appear in the expression form of σmτlsdJ
−1xwCJ . Using the results
in step 2 repeatedly, we can see if wcCJ appears in the expression form of
dJ
−1xwCJ then dJCJ has to appear in xwCJ which implies w = dJ .
Next we consider the expression form of dJ
−1xdJCJ . We write dJ
−1xdJCJ
as the formula (46). We pay attention on the number of s occur in a reduced
expression of w ∈ YJ . Noting the number of s occur in w ∈ YJ which we
denote by l′(w) is independent of the reduced expression of w so it is well-
defined.
Using the results in subsection 2.4, we compute the form of sxwCJ and
have following results.
(a) If l(swwJ) > l(wwJ) then sxwCJ ∈ UswCJ and l
′(sw) > l′(w).
(b) If l(sw) < l(w) and xαs 6= 1 then sxwCJ ∈ UwCJ . If l(sw) > l(w)
and l(swwJ) < l(wwJ) then sxwCJ ∈ KUwCJ .
(c) If l(sw) < l(w) and xαs = 1 then sxwCJ ∈ UswCJ and l
′(sw) < l′(w).
Suppose wcCJ appear in the expression form of dJ
−1xdJCJ . Then by (a),
(b), (c), the number of s will be killed is l′(dJ) − 1 and only one s leaves.
Since s being killed only in the case of (c), the only s leaves is the one in
the right ending of dJ . However we can not get wc in this case. We get a
contradiction. The claim is proved.
(Step 4) In this step, we give a lemma which is useful later.
Lemma 5.5 Let u ∈ Uqm and w be some element in YJ such that w 6= e
and w 6= wc. We write
wJuwCJ =
∑
w∈YJ
∑
x∈Vw
bw,xxwCJ (47)
and then φe,b + φs,b = 0.
Proof. Let K = {r2, r3, . . . , rm, t2, t3, . . . , tl} be the subset of S, then
wJ = wKr1r2 . . . rmt1t2 . . . tl. We denote by Z the subset of YJ consist of
Ak, Bk, Ck, Dk for k ≥ 2. Using the result in step 2, we know that s can not
be killed by w1 = r1r2 . . . rmt1t2 . . . tl. Then we have the following results.
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(a) For w ∈ Z, we have w1xwCJ ∈
∑
w∈Z
KUwCJ + KUhJCJ where hJ is
the longest element in XJ .
(b) Forw ∈ YJ\Z but w 6= e and w 6= wc, we have w1xwCJ ∈
∑
l(w)≥2
KUwCJ .
(c) For w = e, we have w1xCJ ∈ KUCJ .
(d) For w = wc, we have w1xwCJ ∈
∑
l(w)≥2
KUwCJ or KUsCJ .
Using (a), (b), (c), (d) and noting that hJCJ is the alternating sum of
{wCJ | w ∈ YJ}, we can have the following result. Let ζ = w1uwCJ , if w 6= e
and w 6= wc, then
ζ =
∑
x∈U
b′xx(CJ − sCJ) +
∑
l(w)≥2
∑
x∈Vw
b′w,xxwCJ . (48)
Using the result in subsection 2.4, it is easy to see for any r ∈ K, we get
following results.
(e) If xαr = 1, then rx(CJ − sCJ) = x
′(CJ − sCJ) for some x
′ ∈ U .
(f) If xαr 6= 1, then rx(CJ − sCJ) = (y− z)(CJ − sCJ) for some y, z ∈ U .
Using the result in step 2, then we have
(g) If l(w) ≥ 2, then rxwCJ ∈
∑
l(w)≥2
KUwCJ .
Using (e), (f), (g), rζ also has the same expression of formula (48) for
r ∈ K. Therefore by wJ = wKr1r2 . . . rmt1t2 . . . tl, when we write wJuwCJ
as the formula (47) we have φe,b + φs,b = 0. The lemma is proved.
(Step 5) Using the results in step 3 and step 4, we compute the form
of wJdJ
−1xwCJ , where w ∈ YJ and x is a general element in Vw.
We write
dJ
−1xwCJ =
∑
w∈YJ
∑
x∈Vw
dw,xxwCJ +
∑
x∈U
dxxhJCJ . (49)
Using the results in step 2, we can see when w 6= dJ , then there exists
a expression form of dJ
−1xwCJ like the formula (49) such that all de,x are
zero. Using the results in step 3, we can also have all dwc,x are all zero, where
wc = rm . . . r2r1tl . . . t2t1s.
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We write
wJdJ
−1xwCJ =
∑
w∈YJ
∑
x∈Vw
hw,xxwCJ . (50)
By the Lemma 5.5 of step 4, we can see if w 6= dJ then φe,h + φs,h = 0.
Next we deal with the case w = dJ . Using the result in step 2 and step
3. We have the following results.
(a) If w = dJ and x = 1, then wJdJ
−1xdJCJ = (−1)
l(wJ )CJ .
(b) If w = dJ and x 6= 1, we also write dJ
−1xdJCJ of the formula (49).
Then de,1 = 0 and dw1,x are all zero. We write wJdJ
−1xdJCJ as the formula
of (50). By the Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 5.5, we have φe,h + φs,h = 0.
In conclusion, If w = dJ and x = 1, then wJdJ
−1xdJCJ = (−1)
l(wJ )CJ .
For other case, wJdJ
−1xwCJ has a expression form as the formula (50) such
that φe,h + φs,h = 0.
(Step 6) Now assume the coefficient adJ ,x0 of ξ is nonzero for some
x0 ∈ U . We write
wJdJ
−1x0
−1ξ =
∑
w∈YJ
∑
x∈Vw
a′w,xxwCJ .
Using the results in step 5, we can see φe,a′ + φs,a′ = (−1)
l(wJ )adJ ,x0CJ .
By the results in step 1, in this case, we have KGξ = EJ .
Now we assume all coefficient adJ ,x of ξ are zero. Since ξ is nonzero, using
the results in step 2 we can construct a new element η such that η ∈ KGξ
and moreover,
η =
∑
w∈YJ
∑
x∈Vw
a∗w,xxwCJ
satisfies not all a∗dJ ,x are zero. Thus KGη = EJ which implies KGξ = EJ
Therefore, EJ is irreducible. Theorem 4.1 is proved.
6 Induced modules of parabolic groups
6.1 In this section, we consider the induced modules of general parabolic
subgroups. For any subset I of S, WI is the standard parabolic subgroup
of W . We let ∆I := {α ∈ ∆ | sα ∈ I} and ΦI := Φ ∩
∑
α∈∆I
Zα. Set
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NI the subgroup of N containing T such that NI/T = WI and we denote
by PI = BNIB the standard parabolic subgroup of G containing B. Then
PI = 〈T, Uα | α ∈ Φ
+ ∪ ΦI〉. We have Levi decomposition PI = UI ⋊ LI ,
where
UI :=
∏
α∈Φ+\ΦI
Uα LI := 〈T, Uα | α ∈ ΦI〉.
Let K be a field. As the definition of spherical principal series repre-
sentation in 2.4, we define the induced modules of parabolic groups. For
a one dimensional representation θ of T over K, let Kθ be the correspond-
ing KT -module, which will be regarded as KPI-module through the natural
homomorphism PI → T . We define the KG module
MI(θ) = KG⊗KPI Kθ,
When θ is the trivial representation of T over K, we write MI(tr) for MI(θ).
When I is empty, PI is the Borel subgroup B, thenMI(tr) is just the spherical
principal series representation of G.
Lemma 6.2 Denote by R(w) = {s ∈ S | ws < w} and ZI = {w ∈ W |
R(w) ⊆ S\I}, then the KG-module MI(tr) is is the sum of all KUw−1 w1tr,
where w ∈ ZI . i.e. we have
MI(tr) =
∑
w∈ZI
KUw−1 w1tr.
Proof. Using the Bruhat decomposition of G we get
MI(tr) =
∑
w∈W
KUw1tr.
For I ⊆ S and w ∈ W , there exists a unique decomposition w = vσ such
that l(w) = l(v)+ l(σ), σ ∈ WI and R(v) ⊆ S\I. By the definition ofMI(tr),
we can see w1tr = v1tr which implies
MI(tr) =
∑
w∈ZI
KUw1tr.
Numbering all positive roots in any order γ1, γ2, . . . , γr, then
U = Uγ1Uγ2 · · ·Uγr .
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Given a positive root γ, consider for which γ we have w−1Uγw ⊆ PI . This
implies w−1(γ) ∈ Φ+ ∪ΦI by w
−1Uγw = Uw−1(γ) and PI = 〈T, Uα | α ∈ Φ
+ ∪
ΦI〉. If w
−1(γ) ∈ Φ+, then we can see Uγ ⊆ U
′
w−1
. Otherwise, w−1(γ) ∈ ΦI
−
which implies γ ∈ w(ΦI
−). However for any simple root α ∈ ∆I , since
R(w) ⊆ S\I, we can get l(wsα) = l(w) + l(sα), where sα is the simple
reflection corresponded to α. Then w(α) ∈ Φ+ which implies w(ΦI
+) ⊆ Φ+
and it contradicts that γ is a positive root and γ ∈ w(ΦI
−).
Hence we can see only when Uγ ⊆ U
′
w−1
, we have w−1Uγw ⊆ PI . There-
fore by 2.1 (c) we get
MI(tr) =
∑
w∈ZI
KUw−1 w1tr.
The lemma is proved.
It is clearly that MI(tr) is a quotient module of M(tr). The following
theorem gives a explicit link between these induced modules and the spherical
principal series representation.
Theorem 6.3 For any subset I ⊆ S, we denote byNI(tr) =
∑
s∈I
M(tr){s}.
Then we have MI(tr) =M(tr)/NI(tr).
Proof. Firstly we have a natural surjective homomorphism Θ : M(tr) −→
MI(tr) such that Θ(g1tr) = g1tr. It is obvious that NI(tr) ⊆ Ker Θ by the
definition M(tr){s} = kUW (1 − s)1tr and NI(tr) =
∑
s∈I
M(tr){s}. We will
show that Ker Θ ⊆ NI(tr) and then we get MI(tr) = M(tr)/NI(tr).
Let ξ ∈M(tr) be a element in Ker Θ. We can write ξ as
ξ =
∑
w∈W
∑
x∈U
aw,xxw1tr, aw,x ∈ K. (51)
For I ⊆ S and w ∈ W , there exists a unique decomposition w = vσ such
that l(w) = l(v) + l(σ), σ ∈ WI and R(v) ⊆ S\I. Use these notions, for any
v ∈ W such that R(v) ⊆ S\I, we set
I(v) = {w ∈ W | w = vσ such that l(w) = l(v) + l(σ) and σ ∈ WI}. (52)
For a fixed v ∈ W , the element x ∈ U can be uniquely written as x = yz
such that y ∈ Uv−1 and z ∈ U
′
v−1
. For y ∈ Uv−1 , denote by
v(y) = {x ∈ U | for some z ∈ U ′v−1 , x = yz}. (53)
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For ξ in the formula (51), v ∈ W such that R(v) ⊆ S\I and y ∈ Uv−1 .
By the notation (52) and (53) we let
H(ξ, v, y) =
∑
w∈I(v)
∑
x∈v(y)
aw,xxw1tr, aw,x ∈ K. (54)
Thus it is easy to see that H(ξ, v, y) is also in Ker Θ. By Lemma 6.2, we can
get the sum of coefficients aw,x in H(ξ, v, y) is zero, i.e,
∑
w∈I(v)
∑
x∈v(y)
aw,x = 0.
Therefore it suffices to prove that xw1tr − yv1tr is in NI(tr), where w ∈
I(v) and x ∈ v(y). Then we can get that
H(ξ, v, y) =
∑
w∈I(v)
∑
x∈v(y)
aw,x(xw1tr − yv1tr)
is also in NI(tr).
In KG-module M(tr), we have xv1tr = yv1tr, where x ∈ v(y). Since w ∈
I(v), there exists a element σ ∈ WI such that w = vσ and l(w) = l(v)+ l(σ).
Therefore it is easy to see
xw1tr − yv1tr = x(w1tr − v1tr)
is in the KG-module NI(tr). The theorem is proved.
Let G be a connected reductive group over Fq such that its derived sub-
group is of type An. Suppose I is a maximal proper subset of S and then
P = PI is a maximal parabolic subgroup of G. Using Theorem 4.1 and
Theorem 6.3 we can get that MI(tr) has a unique quotient module which is
trivial and a unique irreducible submodule.
7 Steinberg Module
N,Xi studied the infinite dimensional representations of G by taking the
direct limit of the finite dimensional representations of Gqa, where Gqa is the
Fqa-points of G. Let F be the abelian category of all KG-modules. Then
the Grothendieck group [F ] of F is generated by the set {[M ] | M ∈ F}
of isomorphic classes of KG-modules and the following relations: For short
exact sequence
0 −→M −→ N −→ L −→ 0
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of KG-modules add the relation [M ]− [N ] + [L] = 0.
Let A = KG and Aa = KGqa for any positive integer a. As in [X, 1.8], we
can consider a category F0 of A-modules whose objects are those A-modules
M with a finite dimensional Ai-submodule Mi for each i such that M is the
union of all Mi and for any positive integers i, j, Mi and Mj are contained in
Mr whenever both Ai and Aj are contained in Ar. Let (M,Mi) and (N,Ni)
be two objects in F0. The morphisms from (M,Mi) to (N,Ni) are just those
homomorphisms of A-module from M to N such that f(Mi) ⊂ Ni for all i.
Clearly F0 is an abelian category.
Let PI be a parabolic subgroup containing B. We denote by PI,a the
Fqa-points of PI . For two positive integers a and b such that a | b, we have
a natural injective Gqa-module homomorphism Ind
Gqa
PI,a
1tr → Ind
G
qb
PI,b
1tr. This
family of injections forms a direct system and the direct limit isMI(tr). Thus
the object (MI(tr), Ind
Gqa
PI,a
1tr) is in the ableian category F0.
Theorem 7.1 Denote by St the infinite dimensional Steinberg module,
then we have
[St] =
∑
I⊆S
(−1)|I|[MI(tr)] (55)
in the Grothendieck group [F ].
Proof. For any positive integer a, denote by Sta the Steinberg module
of KGqa which is firstly introduced in [S]. Therefore we have
[Sta] =
∑
I⊆S
(−1)|I|[Ind
Gqa
PI,a
1tr]
in the representation ring of Gqa. Since the direct limit is an exact functor,
we get the formula (55). The theorem is proved.
8 Some questions
Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 4.1 suggest the following conjecture.
Conjecture 8.1 Let G be a connected reductive group over F¯q and S
the set of simple reflections of the Weyl group ofG. Assume that charK 6=char F¯q.
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Then the KG-module EJ defined in [X, 2.6] (see also subsection 2.5 this pa-
per) is irreducible for any subset J of S. Thus, in this case M(tr) has 2|S|
composition factors, which are naturally ono-to-one corresponding to the
subsets of S.
There is another evidence of this conjecture to be believable. Let G be a
connected reductive group over F¯q and K be a field such that charK 6=char F¯q.
Now we assume this conjecture is ture, then using Theorem 6.3 we can deduce
that the alternating sum expression (55) of infinite dimensional Steinberg
module is true.
When K = C, Xi proved that M(θ) has only finitely many composition
factors (see [X, Theorem 3.4]. Based on Xi’s result and Theroems 3.1 and 4.1,
it seems reasonable to suggest that M(θ) has only finitely many compostion
factors for any character θ : T → K∗ provided that charK 6=charFq.
It should also be interesting to study the composition factors of M(θ)
provided that charK =charFq. In this case, X. Chen gave a necessary and
sufficient condition of M(θ) to be irreducible (see [Ch]).
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